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APPROXIMATE GROUPS AND DOUBLING METRICS
TOM SANDERS
Abstract. We develop a version of Fre˘ıman’s theorem for a class of non-abelian groups,
which includes finite nilpotent, supersolvable and solvable A-groups. To do this we have
to replace the small doubling hypothesis with a stronger relative polynomial growth hy-
pothesis akin to that in Gromov’s theorem (although with an effective range), and the
structures we find are balls in (left and right) translation invariant pseudo-metrics with
certain well behaved growth estimates.
Our work complements three other recent approaches to developing non-abelian ver-
sions of Fre˘ıman’s theorem by Breuillard and Green, Fisher, Katz and Peng, and Tao.
1. Introduction
Suppose that G is an abelian group and that A and A1 are subsets of G. The sumset of
A and A1 is denoted A ` A1 and is the set of all elements of the form a ` a1 where a P A
and a1 P A1; more generally the n-fold sumset of A with itself is denoted n.A and defined
recursively by n.A :“ A` pn´ 1q.A and 1.A :“ A.
Fre˘ıman, in [Fre73], made a study of those sets having so called ‘small’ sumset or doubling
– heuristically this means that |A`A| “ Op|A|q – and, following popularisation by Gowers
[Gow98], his work has been applied to remarkable effect in a wide range of problems. See,
for instance, [SV05, SSV05] and [TV07] for some examples.
A natural class of sets with small sumset are arithmetic progressions and their general-
isations. A d-dimensional arithmetic progression in G is a set of the form
tx0 `
dÿ
i“1
li.xi where |li| ď Li for all i P t1, . . . , duu,
where x0, x1, . . . , xd P G and L1, . . . , Ld P N. Multi-dimensional arithmetic progressions
are easily seen to have small sumset, but they are not the only examples of sets with this
property: if W is a coset of a finite subgroup of G then |W `W | “ |W |, so it certainly has
small sumset.
Combining the aforementioned examples we define a d-dimensional coset progression to
be a set of the form P `H , where P is a d-dimensional arithmetic progression, and H is a
finite subgroup of G. It is easy to see that if A is a ‘large’ subset of a d-dimensional coset
progression M , say |A| ě δ|M |, then
|A` A| ď |M `M | ď 2d|M | ď 2dδ´1|A| “ Oδ,dp|A|q.
It turns out that these examples are exhaustive as the following theorem asserts.
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Theorem 1.1 (Fre˘ıman’s theorem for abelian groups). Suppose that G is an abelian group
and A Ă G is finite such that |A` A| ď K|A|. Then there is an OKp1q-dimensional coset
progression M containing A such that |M | “ OKp|A|q.
This was proved for torsion-free abelian groups in [Fre73], for abelian groups of bounded
exponent in [Ruz99] and in general abelian groups in [GR07]. Considerable additional work
giving alternative proofs and improving bounds has been done (see, in particular, [Ruz94,
Bil99, Cha02] and [TV06]), however we are initially only interested in the qualitative
statement.
In typical applications of Fre˘ıman’s theorem what makes finite dimensional coset pro-
gressions important is their ‘group-like’ properties. These can be captured in the following
more general notion. Suppose that ρ is a translation invariant pseudo-metric on G and
write Bpρ, δq for the ball of radius δ in ρ centred at 0G. These balls are easily seen to
be symmetric neighbourhoods of the identity. However, they are not typically subgroups
because they are not typically additively closed.
To recover a sort of ‘approximate closure’ we introduce the following definition. We say
that a finite ball Bpρ, δq of positive radius is d-dimensional if
|Bpρ, 2δ1q| ď 2d|Bpρ, δ1q| for all δ1 P p0, δs.
It follows from a Vitali-type covering argument of Bourgain [Bou99] that finite dimensional
balls satisfy a sort of ‘asymmetric approximate closure’. Specifically,
Bpρ, δq `Bpρ, δ1q « Bpρ, δ ` δ1q
whenever δ1 is small compared to δ{d. We include the details of this argument in §4; for
now it suffices to know that for all practical purposes finite dimensional balls in translation
invariant pseudo-metrics behave like ‘approximate groups’.
It is in fact easy to see that if Bpρ, δq is a finite dimensional ball in a translation invariant
pseudo-metric then not only does it have small doubling, but it has small n-fold sum:
|n.Bpρ, δ1q| ď nOpdq|Bpρ, δ1q|
whenever δ1 ď 2δ{n. It turns out that with this slightly stronger growth condition one is
able to prove the following quantitatively sharp (up to logarithmic factors) Fre˘ıman-type
theorem.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that G is an abelian group and A is a finite symmetric neigh-
bourhood of the identity with |n.A| ď nd|A| for all n ě 1. Then A is contained in an
Opd log3 2dq-dimensional ball B, of positive radius, in a translation invariant pseudo-metric
and |B| ď exppOpd log 2dqq|A|.
This result is established in [San09] where it is also noted that the relative polynomial
growth hypothesis is qualitatively implied by a small doubling hypothesis (c.f. Proposition
A.3 of the appendix). In light of this one immediately recovers a Fre˘ıman-type theorem
suitable for applications.
Recent work in additive combinatorics has focused on extending abelian results to the
non-abelian setting and it is this task to which this paper is devoted. So far, much of the
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work on extending Fre˘ıman’s theorem to non-abelian groups has concerned fairly specific
examples, although the results are nevertheless impressive. The reader may with to reflect
on any of [HLS98, EK01, Lin01, Tao08b, Cha07, Cha08, Hel08] and [Hel11] for more details.
To be clear we recast a number of the definitions above in the non-abelian setting.
Suppose that G is a group and suppose that A and A1 are subsets of G. The product set
of A and A1 is denoted A.A1 and is the set of all elements of the form a.a1 where a P A
and a1 P A1; similarly the n-fold product set of A with itself is denoted An and is defined
recursively by An :“ A.Apn´1q and A1 :“ A.
Suppose that ρ is a (left and right) translation invariant pseudo-metric on G. As before
Bpρ, δq denotes the ball of radius δ in ρ centred at 1G and a finite ball Bpρ, δq of positive
radius is d-dimensional if
|Bpρ, 2δ1q| ď 2d|Bpρ, δ1q| for all δ1 P p0, δs.
We say that a set A Ă G is normal if xA “ Ax for all x P G, so if G is abelian all sets
are normal. Any ball in a (left and right) translation invariant pseudo-metric can also be
easily seen to be normal1, so naturally enough our results will only apply to normal sets.
Finally, recall that a monomial group is a finite group in which every irreducible rep-
resentation is induced by a one-dimensional representation. We call a group hereditarily
monomial if every subgroup is monomial – this class includes finite nilpotent groups, but
also many others and the reader is referred to §3 for more details. We can now state our
main result.
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that G is a hereditarily monomial group and A is a symmetric
normal neighbourhood of the identity with |An| ď nd|A| for all n ě 1. Then A is contained
in an Opd log3 2dq-dimensional ball B, of positive radius, in a (left and right) translation
invariant pseudo-metric and |B| ď exppOpd log 2dqq|A|.
It is worth making some observations. In the first instance the hypothesis on A has
strong parallels with Gromov’s theorem [Gro81] which says that any group generated by
a group of polynomial growth is virtually nilpotent. Although not actually requiring that
|An| ď nd|A| for all n, even the finitization of Gromov’s theorem requires it for some n
dependent on |A| – see [Tao08a] for details. By contrast it is easy to read out of the proof
that our theorem just requires the growth estimate for n in the range
Ωpd log dq “ n “ Opd3 log5 dq.
Indeed, from a certain perspective our work can be seen as attempting to develop a quan-
titatively effective version of Gromov’s theorem. We remark that in work in progress,
Shalom and Tao [ST09] are pursuing this problem directly, and some progress has already
been made by Lee and Makarychev [LM08].
Secondly, the most immediate generalisations of d-dimensional arithmetic progressions to
non-abelian groups do not have the small iterated-product set property and thus any poten-
tial non-abelian Fre˘ıman-type theorem must concern containment in some other structure.
1For details see Lemma 4.1.
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On the other hand, finite dimensional balls in pseudo-metrics generalise directly from the
abelian setting and so may be seen as a natural alternative.
The hypothesis of the theorem may be weakened, and the type of structure discovered
more explicitly described at the expense of bounds and uniformity in the class of groups.
This has been explored by entirely different methods in recent work by Breuillard and
Green [BG11], Fisher, Katz and Peng [FKP10] and Tao [Tao10].
As mentioned above, in abelian groups it is easy to pass from a small doubling hypothesis
to a relative polynomial growth hypothesis. In non-abelian groups this is not possible,
however it turns out that in nilpotent groups small tripling does imply relative polynomial
growth as we show in the appendix. Thus, just as one may recover a version of Theorem
1.1 for pseudo-metric balls from Theorem 1.2 and a covering argument, so we recover the
following theorem from Theorem 1.3.
Theorem 1.4. Suppose that G is a finite nilpotent group of class c and A is a symmetric
normal neighbourhood of the identity with |A3| ď K|A| for all n ě 1. Then A is contained in
an OK,cp1q-dimensional ball B, of positive radius, in a (left and right) translation invariant
pseudo-metric and |B| ď OK,cp|A|q.
A couple of remarks are in order: the insistence that the group be finite is not necessary
in that a modelling argument can be used to remove it. This is not a short procedure
though because the ball found in Theorem 1.3 does not naturally live inside a small power
of A. To put it inside one has to use a Bogolbyubov-type argument in the style of Ruzsa
[Ruz94] which considerably extends the argument for a rather small benefit.
The second remark is that the final bounds do depend on the nilpotency class of the
group despite no similar sort of dependence in Theorem 1.3. This is because small tripling
entails polynomial growth of a degree dependent on the class of the group and it is this
growth rate which appears in the hypotheses of Theorem 1.3.
The proof of Theorem 1.3 is an attempt to generalise the arguments of [San09] as much
as possible and follows, in spirit, the argument there. The paper splits as follows. In the
next section, §2, we record the representation theory that we require; following this, in §3,
we give a discussion of monomial and hereditarily monomial groups including examples of
better known classes which fit under this umbrella. §4 then develops the basic properties
of pseudo-metric balls useful in general and for applications, before we are ready to prove
our main theorem in §§5–9.
2. Representation theory and the Fourier transform
In this section we standardise some basic definitions with regard to representation theory
and the Fourier transform. There are many books covering our needs in the case of finite
groups, but we found the notes [Tao05] of Tao to be a good introduction.
While the extension of our work from finite to compact groups is not difficult (in light of
Tannaka-Krein duality), the extension to locally compact groups already faces considerable
additional problems because there is not even a clear description of Plancherel measure in
this case. The interested reader may wish to consult the books [NSˇ82] or [Kir94] for more
details.
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2.1. Some matrix groups. We writeMnpCq for the C˚-algebra of matrices on the Hilbert
space Cn endowed with the usual C˚-norm, the spectral radius :
|M | :“ supt|λ| : λ is an eigenvalue of Mu.
Since Cn is finite dimensional MnpCq is also an inner product space with the Hilbert-
Schmidt inner product defined by
xM,M 1y :“ trM˚M 1 and, hence, }M} :“
a
xM,My.
Here, of course, trM denotes the trace of the matrix M .
We write UnpCq for the group of unitary matrices on Cn, and In for the identity matrix
in Un, frequently dropping the subscript when the dimension is clear.
2.2. Representations. A representation of a finite group G is a homomorphism γ : GÑ
UnpCq, where we call n the dimension of the representation; unless it is otherwise declared
we write dγ for this quantity.
Two representations γ and γ1 are equivalent, denoted γ – γ1, if there is a unitary matrix
U such that
Uγpxq “ γ1pxqU for all x P G.
The operations of direct sum and tensor product of matrices carry over to give us a sum
and product. If γ and γ1 are two representations then their direct sum is the homomorphism
γ ` γ1 : GÑ Udγ`dγ1 pCq; x ÞÑ γpxq ‘ γ1pxq
under the usual embedding of Udγ pCq ‘ Udγ1 pCq into Udγ`dγ1 pCq. Similarly their tensor
product is the homomorphism
γγ1 : GÑ Udγdγ1 pCq; x ÞÑ γpxq b γ1pxq
under the usual embedding of Udγ pCq b Udγ1 pCq into Udγdγ1 pCq. We make the cautionary
remark that in general pγ ` γ1qpxq is not equal to γpxq ` γ1pxq and pγγ1qpxq is not equal to
γpxqγ1pxq.
Finally it is useful to understand representations through their building blocks: we call a
representation γ irreducible if it may not be written as γ1` γ2 for some non-zero represen-
tations, and we write pG for the set of (equivalence classes of) irreducible representations
of G.
2.3. The Fourier transform. Given a finite group G, we write PG for the unique Haar
probability measure on G, i.e. the measure assigning mass |G|´1 to each element of G, and
E for the corresponding expectation operator.
We are now ready to define the Fourier transform which takes f P L1pPGq to pf defined
at the representation γ by pfpγq :“ ExPGfpxqγpxq.
The Fourier transform is particularly important in view of its action on convolution. Recall
that if f, g P L1pPGq then their convolution is the function f ˚ g defined by
f ˚ gpxq :“ EyPGfpyqgpy´1xq for all x P G;
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any easy computation verifies thatzf ˚ gpγq “ pfpγq.pgpγq.
Given f P L1pPGq we write f˜ for the function x ÞÑ fpx´1q and say that f is hermitian
if f˜ “ f . The reason for this definition is that if f is hermitian and γ is a representation
then pfpγq is hermitian as can be seen by a short calculation:
pfpγq˚ “ ExPGfpxqγpxq˚ “ ExPGfpxqγpx´1q “ EyPGfpy´1qγpyq “ pfpγq.
Of central importance to us is the non-abelian version of Plancherel’s theorem which we
record now. Given functions f, g P L2pPGq we have that
xf, gyL2pPGq “
ÿ
γP pG
dγx pfpγq, pgpγqy.
Note that here we make a common abuse (which we shall repeat throughout the paper) of
writing pfpγq when γ is, in fact, an equivalence class of representations. However, it is easy
to see that if γ1 and γ2 are equivalent representations then
x pfpγ1q, pgpγ1qy “ x pfpγ2q, pgpγ2qy,
so there is no real ambiguity in this. In general, whenever a choice of which element of an
equivalence class of representations needs to be made the eventual result will not depend
on that choice and we shall make no further mention.
2.4. Character theory and induction. Suppose that G is a finite group and γ is a
representation of G. We write χγ for the character on G corresponding to γ, that is the
map x ÞÑ tr γpxq; it is easy to see from this definition that χγp1Gq “ dγ. Characters encode
all the representation theory of a group since χγ “ χγ1 if and only if γ – γ1.
A function f on G is called a class function if f is constant on conjugacy classes, so
fpxyx´1q “ fpyq for all x, y P G. We write ClasspGq for the set of all complex valued
class functions, which naturally forms a Hilbert space for which the set of characters are
an orthonormal basis. Our interest, however, is in their roˆle in induction. We shall record
the basic facts now; the reader looking for details may consult [Isa94, Chapter 5].
Suppose that H ď G and f P ClasspHq. Then we define the induced class function on
G, denoted fG, by
fGpxq “ PGpHq´1EyPGfpyxy´1q,
where fpzq is understood to be zero unless z P H . It is immediate from the definition
that fG P ClasspGq and we have the following useful result called Frobenius’ reciprocity
theorem. Suppose that f P ClasspHq and g P ClasspGq then
xf, g|HyL2pPH q “ xfG, gyL2pPGq.
A consequence of reciprocity is that if χ is a character on H , then χG is a character on
G, called the induced character. Naturally, we say that a representation γ is induced by a
representation γ1 if χγ is induced by χγ1 , and it is then easy to see that
dγ “ χGγ1p1Gq “ PGpHq´1χγ1p1Hq “ PGpHq´1dγ1 .
This fact will be useful later.
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2.5. One-dimensional representations. One-dimensional representations have partic-
ularly special properties. Suppose that γ is a one-dimensional representation. Then, since
U1pCq “ S1, γ is a homomorphism from G into S1.
We write LinpGq for the set of one-dimensional representations of G or, equivalently,
the set of homomorphisms from G to S1. It is easy to see that LinpGq forms an abelian
group and to emphasise this we shall denote the group operation (which is really the tensor
product) by ‘`’. It should be noted that if G is abelian then LinpGq “ pG.
3. Monomial and hereditarily monomial groups: examples
Recall from the introduction that a monomial group is a group in which every representa-
tion is induced by a one-dimensional representation, and a group is hereditarily monomial
if every subgroup is monomial.
Monomial groups have received considerable attention from the group theoretic commu-
nity and for a fairly detailed discussion the reader may wish to consult [Hup98, §24] or
the book [Isa94]. To get a sense of what is known about monomial groups we relate the
definition to some more common classes of groups.
Recall that a group G is said to be solvable if there is a normal series
G⊲G0 ⊲G1 ⊲ ¨ ¨ ¨⊲Gd “ t1Gu
such that Gi{Gi`1 is abelian for all i. Taketa gave a straightforward proof that all monomial
groups are solvable (see [Hup98, Theorem 24.4]). Unfortunately, there are examples of finite
solvable groups which are not monomial (see [Hup98, Example 24.16]). Curiously, however,
Dade [Hup98, Theorem 25.9] showed that every solvable group is a subgroup of a monomial
group which shatters the hope of a simple structural characterization of monomial groups.
Of course, it follows that not every monomial group is hereditarily monomial.
On the other hand there are a number of classes of groups which are hereditarily mono-
mial. Recall that a supersolvable group is one for which there is a normal series
G⊲G0 ⊲G1 ⊲ ¨ ¨ ¨⊲Gd “ t1Gu
such that G ⊲ Gi and Gi{Gi`1 is cyclic for all i. This class includes nilpotent groups
(see [BDJ`82]). It turns out that every finite supersolvable group is monomial [BDJ`82,
Corollary 2.3.5], and the class is closed under taking subgroups so in fact every finite
supersolvable group is hereditarily monomial.
In a different direction solvable A-groups have also received attention in the literature.
An A-group is a group all of whose Sylow subgroups are abelian. As with supersolvable
groups, every finite solvable A-group is monomial [BDJ`82, Corollary 2.3.10]. Again, this
class is closed under taking subgroups, whence every finite solvable A-group is hereditarily
monomial.
In general monomial groups have resisted a simple non-representation theoretic descrip-
tion and so our results apply to a wider class of groups than can be easily characterised.
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4. Finite dimensional balls in translation invariant pseudo-metrics
Suppose that G is a group and ρ is a (left and right) invariant pseudo-metric on G. As
mentioned in the introduction balls in ρ are a natural candidate for approximate groups,
and in this section we shall develop some of their basic properties as well as giving some
examples.
Before we begin, as further evidence of their utility we remark that when G is abelian
there are many arguments which employ finite dimensional balls in pseudo-metrics which
exploit the specific pseudo-metric in question, but where in fact the only properties one
needs hold for any pseudo-metric. The interested reader is referred to any of [Gow98,
Bou99, BKT04, Gre05, Shk06a, Shk06b] and [GT08] for examples of this.
Lemma 4.1 (Properties of balls in translation invariant pseudo-metrics). Suppose that G
is a group and ρ is a (left and right) translation invariant pseudo-metric on G. Then
(i) (Symmetric neighborhood) Bpρ, δq is a symmetric neighborhood of the identity for
all δ P R`;
(ii) (Nesting) Bpρ, δ1q Ă Bpρ, δq for all δ, δ1 P R` with δ1 ď δ;
(iii) (Subadditivity) Bpρ, δq.Bpρ, δ1q Ă Bpρ, δ ` δ1q for all δ, δ1 P R`;
(iv) (Normality) xBpρ, δq “ Bpρ, δqx for all x P G and δ P R`.
Proof. That the balls Bpρ, δq are symmetric neighborhoods of the identity follows from the
symmetry property of ρ and the fact that ρp1G, 1Gq “ 0; also, nesting is immediate.
Subadditivity follows from the triangle inequality for ρ: suppose that x P Bpρ, δq and
x1 P Bpρ, δ1q. Then
ρpxx1, 1Gq ď ρpxx1, x1q ` ρpx1, 1Gq “ ρpx, 1Gq ` ρpx1, 1Gq ď δ ` δ1,
where the intermediate equality is by right invariance of ρ. It follows that
Bpρ, δq.Bpρ, δ1q Ă Bpρ, δ ` δ1q
as required.
The normality condition follows from the fact that ρ is left and right invariant. By left
and then right invariance we have
ρpx´1yx, 1Gq “ ρpyx, xq “ ρpy, 1Gq.
Whence y P Bpρ, δq if and only if x´1yx P Bpρ, δq, i.e. xBpρ, δqx´1 “ Bpρ, δq as required.

Now, when a ball Bpρ, δq is finite dimensional it is possible to recover a sort of approx-
imate additive closure on average as observed by Bourgain in [Bou99] – the proof goes
through in the non-abelian setting and is the content of the following proposition. The
result is not logically necessary for the paper but is likely to be for applications.
Proposition 4.2. Suppose that G is a group, ρ is a (left and right) translation invariant
pseudo-metric on G and Bpρ, δq is a finite d-dimensional ball. Then there is a λ P p1, 2s
such that
1´ 6d|η| ď |Bpρ, λδp1` ηqqq||Bpρ, λδq| ď 1` 6d|η|
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whenever |η| ď 1{6d.
Proof. Let f : r0, 1s Ñ R be the function
fpαq :“ 1
d
log2 |Bpρ, 21´αδq|
and note that f is non-decreasing in α with fp1q´ fp0q ď 1 since Bpρ, δq is d-dimensional.
We claim that there is an α P r1
6
, 5
6
s such that
(4.1) |fpα ` xq ´ fpαq| ď 3|x| for all |x| ď 1{6.
If no such α exists then for every α P r1
6
, 5
6
s there is an interval Ipαq of length at most 1
6
having one endpoint equal to α and withż
Ipαq
df ą
ż
Ipαq
3dx.
These intervals cover r1
6
, 5
6
s, which has total length 2
3
. A simple covering lemma allows us
to pass to a disjoint subcollection I1 Y ... Y In of these intervals with total length at least
1
3
. However we now have
1 ě
ż 1
0
df ě
nÿ
i“1
ż
Ii
df ą
nÿ
i“1
ż
Ii
3 dx ě 1,
a contradiction. It follows that there is an α such that (4.1) holds. Setting λ :“ 21´α, it is
easy to see that
p1` |η|q´3d ď |Bpρ, λδp1` ηqq||Bpρ, λδq| ď p1` |η|q
3d
whenever |η| ď 1{6. But if 3d|η| ď 1{2 then
p1` |η|q3d ď 1` 6d|η| and p1` |η|q´3d ě 1´ 6d|η|.
The result follows. 
Having established some basic properties of translation invariant pseudo-metrics it is
instructive to consider some examples.
Example 4.3 (Linear Bohr sets). Suppose that G is a group and Γ is a finite subset of
LinpGq. There is a natural (left and right) translation invariant pseudo-metric associated
to Γ as we shall now explain.
For any z P S1 write }z} for the quantity p2πq´1|Arg z|, where the argument is taken to
have a value lying in p´π, πs. We define our pseudo-metric by
ρpx, yq :“ sup t}γpxy´1q} : γ P Γu,
and it is easy to check that this is a (left and right) translation invariant pseudo-metric on
G. A linear Bohr set is a ball in this pseudo-metric viz.
BohrpΓ, δq :“ Bpρ, δq.
Note that this collapses to the usual definition of a Bohr set when the group is abelian.
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In [TV06, Lemma 4.19] it is shown that Bohr sets in abelian groups areOp|Γ|q-dimensional
balls and the same argument can be used here.
For each θ P TΓ define the set
Bθ :“ tx P G : }γpxq expp´2πiθγq} ď δ{2 for all γ P Γu .
If Bθ is non-empty let xθ be some member. The map x ÞÑ x´1θ x is an injection from Bθ
into BohrpΓ, δq, so putting Tδ :“ txθ : θ P
ś
γPΓ t´3δ{2,´δ{2, δ{2, 3δ{2uu we have that
BohrpΓ, 2δq Ă Tδ.BohrpΓ, δq.
Since |Tδ| ď 4|Γ| we get that BohrpΓ, δq is an Op|Γ|q-dimensional ball.
We should remark that there is a more general notion of Bohr set in non-abelian groups
which does not require that the characters all be linear; hence the nomenclature.
Example 4.4 (Large spectra). Suppose that G is a finite group and A is a subset of G.
We define a translation invariant pseudo-metric on LinpGq by
ρpγ, γ1q :“ }γ ´ γ1}L2pPGpAq´11A˚1´Aq,
and write LSpecpA, δq for the ball of radius δ in ρ, calling such sets large spectra. The true
utility of this definition emerges when one notes that
ρp0LinpGq, γq “ 2p1´ PGpAq´2|x1Apγq|2q.
To see this, recall that 0LinpGq is the representation which has 0LinpGqpxq ” 1, so
}1´ γ}2L2pPGpAq´11A˚1´Aq “ PGpAq´2ExPAp2´ γpxq ´ γpxqq1A ˚ 1´Apxq
“ 2´ PGpAq´2p|x1Apγq|2 ` |x1Apγq|2q,
which equals the desired expression. Rearranging this tells us that
LSpecpA, δq “ tγ P LinpGq : |x1Apγq| ěa1´ δ2{2PGpAqu.
It is, of course, this fact which motivates the name ‘large spectrum’.
There is no useful general growth estimate for large spectra in the way that there is
for linear Bohr sets, although the content of §7 is to show that if A satisfies a growth
hypothesis then there is.
5. Growth of linear Bohr sets
In this section we estimate the growth of linear Bohr sets when their defining set of rep-
resentations is structured. The proposition should be compared with the ‘trivial estimate’
for the dimension given in Example 4.3.
Proposition 5.1. Suppose that G is a finite group, Γ is a symmetric subset of LinpGq
containing the identity with Γ ` Γ Ă SpanpXq ` Γ for some finite set X, and δ P p0, 2´4s
is a parameter. Then
PGpBohrpΓYX, 2δqq ď exppOp|X| log 2|X|qqPGpBohrpΓYX, δqq.
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We require a preliminary result. Suppose that Λ Ă LinpGq, k is a positive integer and
δ P p0, 1s. By the triangle inequality it is immediate that BohrpΛ, δq Ă BohrpkΛ, kδq; the
following elementary lemma can be used to provide a partial converse.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that t is a real number, k is a positive integer, δ P p0, 1s has kδ ă 1{3
and2 xrty ď kδ for all r P t1, . . . , ku. Then xty ď δ. l
Corollary 5.3. Suppose that Λ Ă LinpGq contains the identity and kδ ă 1{3. Then
BohrpkΛ, kδq Ă BohrpΛ, δq, and hence BohrpkΛ, kδq “ BohrpΛ, δq.
Proof. Since 0LinpGq P Λ, we have that rλ P kΛ for all r P t1, . . . , ku. It follows that if
x P BohrpkΛ, kδq then
}λpxqr} “ }prλqpxq} ď kδ for all r P t1, . . . , ku.
If we define θx P p´1, 1s to be such that λpxq “ exppiπθxq, then we can rewrite the above
as
xrθxy ď kδ for all r P t1, . . . , ku.
It follows from the preceding lemma that xθxy ď δ and hence that x P BohrpΛ, δq. The
result is proved. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1. For each θ P TX define the set
Bθ :“
 
x P G : }γpxq expp´2πiθγq} ď δ{22|X| for all γ P X
(
.
Put I :“ tkδ{22|X| : ´24|X| ď k ď 24|X|u and note that
BohrpΓYX, 2δq Ă
ď
tBθ X BohrpΓ, 2δq : θ P IXu.
For each θ P IX let xθ be some element of Bθ X BohrpΓ, 2δq (if the set is non-empty); the
map x ÞÑ x´1θ x is an injection from Bθ XBohrpΓ, 2δq into BohrpX, δ{2|X|q XBohrpΓ, 22δq.
Writing T for the set of all such xθs, we have
BohrpΓYX, 2δq Ă T.pBohrpΓ, 22δq X BohrpX, δ{2|X|qq
Now, by the triangle inequality we have
BohrpΓ, 22δq X BohrpX, δ{2|X|q Ă BohrpΓ` 23 SpanpXq, 23δq,
and since the identity is in Γ and Γ ` Γ Ă Γ ` SpanpXq we have Γ ` 23 SpanpXq Ą 23Γ
and Γ` 23 SpanpXq Ą 23 SpanpXq, whence
BohrpΓ` 23 SpanpXq, 23δq Ă Bohrp23Γ, 23δq X Bohrp23 SpanpXq, 23δq.
Finally, by Corollary 5.3 and the fact that X Ă SpanpXq we have
Bohrp23Γ, 23δq X Bohrp23 SpanpXq, 23δq Ă BohrpΓ, δq X BohrpX, δq
and the result follows on noting that |T | ď |I||X|. 
2Here xxy denotes the distance from x to the nearest integer.
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6. Representations supporting very large values of the Fourier
transform
In this section we consider those representations γ for which |x1Apγq| is very large. It will
turn out that under certain conditions they are, in fact, one-dimensional.
We begin with a lemma which says that the Fourier transform is particularly simple when
the function in question is a class function. This observation was introduced by Lubotzky,
Phillips and Sarnak in [LPS88] (see also [DSV03]) and then leveraged by Gowers in an
additive combinatorial setting in [Gow08].
Lemma 6.1. Suppose that G is a finite group, γ is an irreducible representation of G and
f is a hermitian, complex-valued class function on G. Then pfpγq is a scalar multiple of
the identity.
Proof. Since f is hermitian, pfpγq is hermitian and hence Cdγ has an eigenvector v P Cdγ
with eigenvalue µ. As a consequence of the fact that f is a class function we shall show
that γpyqv is also an eigenvector of pfpγq with eigenvalue µ.
First, note that
pfpγqγpyqv “ ExPGfpxqγpxqγpyqv “ ExPGfpxqγpxyqv,
since γ is a homomorphism. Now, by the change of variables u “ y´1xy we get that
pfpγqγpyqv “ EuPGfpyuy´1qγpyuqv “ γpyqEuPGfpyuy´1qγpuqv,
again since γ is a homomorphism. However, f is a class function so fpyuy´1q “ fpuq,
whence
pfpγqγpyqv “ γpyqEuPGfpuqγpuqv “ γpyq pfpγqv “ γpyqpµvq “ µγpyqv.
Thus γpyqv is an eigenvector of pfpγq with eigenvalue µ as claimed.
The subspace of Cdγ generated by tγpyqv : y P Gu is trivially invariant and hence, since γ
is irreducible, is the whole of Cdγ . However, every element of this subspace is an eigenvector
of pfpγq with eigenvalue µ, whence pfpγq “ µI. The lemma is proved. 
The preceding lemma has two applications. The first is as follows and tells us that the
only representations of importance in our study are the one-dimensional ones.
Lemma 6.2. Suppose that G is a finite group generated by a set S containing the identity,
γ is an irreducible monomial representation of G, A is a normal symmetric subset of G
such that
2|x1Apγq| ą PGpS.Aq.
Then γ is one-dimensional.
Proof. By linearity of trace we have that
xχγ, 1AyL2pPGq “ ExPGtr γpxq1Apxq “ trExPG1Apxqγpxq “ trx1Apγq.
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A is symmetric and normal, so 1A is a complex-valued, hermitian class function. Further-
more, γ is irreducible, so by Lemma 6.1, we conclude that x1Apγq is a scalar multiple of the
identity. This, in the previous, tells us that
xχγ, 1AyL2pPGq “ trx1Apγq “ dγµ
for some scalar µ with |µ| “ |x1Apγq|.
On the other hand, γ is monomial, whence there is a subgroup H ď G with index dγ
and a homomorphism λ : H Ñ S1 such that
xχγ, fyL2pPGq “ xλ, f |HyL2pPHq
whenever f P ClasspGq by Frobenius’ reciprocity theorem. Since 1A P ClasspGq, we con-
clude that
dγµ “ xλ, 1AXHyL2pPH q.
But |λ| ď 1 point-wise, so
dγ|x1Apγq| ď PHpAXHq “ PGpAXHq.PGpHq´1.
However, dγ “ PGpHq´1 since λ is one-dimensional. Cancelling this term from both sides
(possible since subgroups are non-empty) tells us that
|x1Apγq| ď PGpAXHq.
Now, suppose that γ is not one-dimensional so that H is a proper subgroup of G. In
that case S.H ‰ H , and so there is some element s P S such that s.H XH “ H. Since 1G
is also in S it follows that
S.pAXHq Ą pAXHq Y s.pAXHq,
and this union is disjoint. We conclude that
PGpS.Aq ě 2PGpA XHq ě 2|x1Apγq|;
a contradiction to the hypothesis of the lemma. Thus H could not have been a proper
subgroup of G and hence γ is one-dimensional as required. 
7. Size and growth of large spectra
In this section we establish that there are many representations in the large spectrum
and that it satisfies some growth estimates. In essence the idea of leveraging relative
polynomial growth to get very large values of the Fourier transform was introduced by
Schoen in [Sch03], and it is this technique to which we appeal.
There is some notation and certain hypotheses which are common to all the results of
this section. We record these now and they will be assumed throughout.
(i) G is a monomial group generated by a set S containing the identity;
(ii) A is a symmetric normal subset of G;
(iii) PGpS.Aq ă
?
2PGpAq;
(iv) f denotes the k-fold convolution of 1A with itself.
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These hypotheses are there so that we may apply Lemma 6.2.
We begin with a preliminary lemma useful for establishing both the size and growth
estimates.
Lemma 7.1. Suppose that η P p0, 1s and k P Z are such that
p1´ η2{2qk´1 ď PGpAq{2PGpAkq.
Then ÿ
γPLSpecpA,ηq
d2γ|x1Apγq|2k ě 12
ÿ
γP pG
d2γ|x1Apγq|2k ě PGpAq2k2PGpAkq
Proof. Suppose that γ is irreducible. Since A is symmetric and normal, 1A is a hermitian,
complex-valued class function and we may apply Lemma 6.1 to get that x1Apγq “ µI, so
|µ| “ |x1Apγq|. Two consequences follow: first,
(7.1) }x1Apγq}2 “ |µ|2.dγ “ dγ |x1Apγq|2;
secondly, since pfpγq “ x1Apγqk “ µkI,
} pfpγq}2 “ |µk|2.dγ “ dγ|x1Apγq|2k.
Now, by Parseval’s theorem and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have
(7.2)
ÿ
γP pG
dγ} pfpγq}2 “ ExPGf 2pxq ě 1
PGpsupp fqpExPGfpxqq
2 “ PGpAq
2k
PGpAkq ,
whence
(7.3)
ÿ
γP pG
d2γ|x1Apγq|2k ě PGpAq2k
PGpAkq .
We split the range of integration on the left into the set of representations where |x1Apγq|
is large and where it is small. Specifically, let
L :“ tγ P pG : |x1Apγq| ěa1´ η2{2PGpAqu.
First, note that since η ď 1, if γ P L then
2|x1Apγq| ě ?2PGpAq ą PGpS.Aq
whence, by Lemma 6.2 (applicable since every γ on G is monomial), γ is one-dimensional.
It follows that L “ LSpecp1A, ηq. Secondly,ÿ
γRL
d2γ|x1Apγq|2k ď pa1´ η2{2PGpAqq2k´2ÿ
γP pG
d2γ|x1Apγq|2
“ p1´ η2{2qk´1PGpAq2k´2
ÿ
γP pG
dγ}x1Apγq}2
“ p1´ η2{2qk´1PGpAq2k´1,
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by (7.1) and Parseval’s theorem. Inserting the hypothesis on k we get thatÿ
γRL
d2γ|x1Apγq|2k ď PGpAq2k2PGpAkq
and the lemma then follows from the triangle inequality in (7.3), and (7.2). 
The next proposition concerns the growth of large spectra – recall that they are subsets
of the abelian group LinpGq.
Proposition 7.2. Suppose that ǫ P p0, 1s and d ě 1 are parameters and
PGpAkq ď kdPGpAq whenever 64d log 32d ď k ď 128ǫ´2d log 32ǫ´2d.
Then, either ǫ´1 “ Opd log2 2dq, or there is a set X Ă LSpecpA, 2ǫq with size Opd log2 2ǫ´1dq
such that
LSpecpA, ǫq ` LSpecpA, ǫq Ă SpanpXq ` LSpecpA, ǫq.
Proof. By the triangle inequality and the fact that γpxq is unitary we have that
}x1Apγqv} “ }ExPG1Apxqγpxqv} ď ExPG1Apxq}γpxqv} “ PGpAq
whenever v is a unit vector in Cdγ . It follows that |x1Apγq| ď PGpAq. This coupled with the
fact that all representations in LSpecpA, ηq are one-dimensional gives
(7.4)
ÿ
γPLSpecpA,ηq
d2γ|x1Apγq|2k ď |LSpecpA, ηq|PGpAq2k.
Similarly, if η ď 1{2 then
(7.5)
ÿ
γP pG
d2γ|x1Apγq|2k ě |LSpecpA, 2ηq|pa1´ 2η2PGpAqq2k.
Now, write kη,d :“ r16η´2d log 8η´2ds so that
p1´ η2{2qkη,d´1 ď 1{2kdη,d,
but since
PGpAkq ď kdPGpAq
whenever 64d log 32d ď k ď 128ǫ´2d log 32ǫ´2d we conclude that
p1´ η2{2qkη,d´1 ď PGpAq{2PGpAkη,dq
whenever η P pǫ{2, 1{2s. Now, Lemma 7.1 tells us thatÿ
γPLSpecpA,ηq
d2γ|x1Apγq|2kη,d ě 12
ÿ
γP pG
d2γ|x1Apγq|2kη,d.
It follows from this and (7.4) and (7.5) that
|LSpecpA, 2ηq| ď 2p1´ 2η2q´kη,d|LSpecpA, ηq|
whenever η P pǫ{2, 1{2s. On the other hand
2p1´ 2η2q´kη,d ď 2p1` 4η2qkη,d ď 2 expp4η2kη,dq ď exppOpd log 2ǫ´1dqq
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for the same range of η, so
|LSpecpA, 2ηq| ď exppOpd log 2ǫ´1dqq|LSpecpA, ηq|.
Repeated application gives that for any integer r ą 1 with p2r ` 1{2qǫ ď 1,
|LSpecpA, p2r ` 1{2qǫq| ď exppOpd log r log 2ǫ´1dqq|LSpecpA, ǫ{2q|.
It follows that either ǫ´1 “ Opd log2 2dq or we may pick r with r “ Opd log2 2ǫ´1dq such
that p2r ` 1{2qǫ ď 1 and
|LSpecpA, p2r ` 1{2qǫq| ă 2r|LSpecpA, ǫ{2q|.
Thus, since LSpecpA, p2r ` 1{2qǫq Ą r LSpecpA, 2ǫq ` LSpecpA, ǫ{2q, by Chang’s covering
lemma (specifically as formulated in [San09, Lemma 4.2] for example) we have a set X Ă
LSpecpA, 2ǫq with |X| ď r such that
LSpecpA, 2ǫq Ă SpanpXq ` LSpecpA, ǫ{2q ´ LSpecpA, ǫ{2q.
The result follows. 
The second key result of the section effectively estimates the size of the large spectrum.
Proposition 7.3. Suppose ǫ P p0, 1s and d ě 1 are parameters, and there is some k ě
16ǫ´2d log 8ǫ´2d such that
PGpAkq ď kdPGpAq.
Then
PGpBohrpLSpecpA, ǫq, 1{2πqq ď 8kdPGpAq.
Proof. Write β for the probability measure on BohrpLSpecpA, ǫq, 1{2πq. Suppose that γ P
LSpecpA, ǫq, so γ is one-dimensional. Then, for every x P BohrpLSpecpA, ǫq, 1{2πq we have
| ´ γpxq| “
a
2p1´ cospπ}γpxq}qq ď π}γpxq} ď 1{2.
Integrating the above calculation with respect to dβ and applying the triangle inequality
tells us that
|1´ pβpγq| ď ExPG|1´ γpxq|βpxq ď 1{2.
It follows, again by the triangle inequality, that }pβpγq} “ |pβpγq| ě 1{2.
Now, recalling the definition of f from the start of the section,ÿ
γP pG
dγ} pfpγqpβpγq}2 ě 2´2 ÿ
γPLSpecpA,ǫq
dγ} pfpγq}2
“ 2´2
ÿ
γPLSpecpA,ǫq
d2γ|x1Apγq|2k,
since pfpγq “ x1Apγqk and γ is one-dimensional.
On the other hand, since k ě 16ǫ´2d log 8ǫ´2d we have that
p1´ ǫ2{2qk´1 ď 1{2kd ď PGpAq{2PGpAkq.
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It follows from Lemma 7.1 thatÿ
γPLSpecpA,ǫq
d2γ|x1Apγq|2k ě PGpAq2k2PGpAkq ,
which, when inserted into the previous expression givesÿ
γP pG
dγ} pfpγqpβpγq}2 ě PGpAq2k
23PGpAkq .
However, by Parseval’s theorem and Young’s inequality we get that
PGpAq2k
23PGpAkq ď }f ˚ β}
2
L2pPGq
ď PGpAq2k´2}1A ˚ β}2L2pPGq
ď PGpAq2k´2}1A ˚ β}L1pPGq}1A ˚ β}L8pPGq.
Since }1A ˚ β}L1pPGq “ PGpAq we conclude that
PGpAq
23PGpAkq ď }1A ˚ β}L
8pPGq ď
PGpAq
PGpBohrpLSpecpA, ǫq, 1{2πqq .
The result follows. 
8. Linear Bohr sets with large spectra as frequency sets
Finally we turn our attention to combining linear Bohr sets with structured spectra. The
following idea was introduced by Green and Ruzsa in [GR07], although the proof below is
a slight adaptation of one appearing in [TV06].
Proposition 8.1. Suppose that G is a finite group and A is a finite set, l is a positive
integer such that PGpAlq ď KPGpAl´1q and ǫ P p0, 1s is a parameter. Then
AA´1 Ă BohrpLSpecpAl, ǫq, 2ǫ
?
2Kq.
Proof. Write δ “ 1 ´ a1´ ǫ2{2 and suppose that γ P LSpecpAl, ǫq. Since γ is one-
dimensional
|x1Alpγq| ě p1´ δqPGpAlq,
Thus there is a phase ω P S1 such that
ExPG1Alpxqωγpxq ě p1´ δqPGpAlq.
It follows that
ExPG1Alpxq|1 ´ ωγpxq|2 “ 2ExPG1Alpxqp1´ ωγpxqq ď 2δPGpAlq.
If y0, y1 P A then
ExPG1Al´1pxq|1´ ωγpyiqγpxq|2 ď ExPG1Alpxq|1 ´ ωγpxq|2 ď 2δPGpAlq.
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality tells us that
|1´ γpy0 ´ y1q|2 ď 2p|1´ ωγpy0qγpxq|2 ` |1´ ωγpy1qγpxq|2q
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for all x P G, whence
E1Al´1 |1´ γpy0 ´ y1q|2 ď 23δPGpAlq.
On the other hand
|1´ γpxq|2 “ 2p1´ cospπ}γpxq}qq ě 2´1}γpxq}2,
from which the result follows. 
9. The proof of the main theorem
We are now in a position to prove our main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. First, we may assume that A generates G since G is hereditarily
monomial, and A is normal in xAy. Now, let C be the constant implicit in the first possible
conclusion of Proposition 7.2, so that ǫ´1 ď Cd log2 2d in that case.
By the pigeon-hole principle there is some integer l with l “ Opd log 2dq such that
PGpAl`1q ă
?
2PGpAl´1q, from which it follows that
PGpA.Alq ă
?
2PGpAlq and PGpAlq ă
?
2PGpAl´1q.
Let d1 “ Opdq be such that PGppAlqnq ď nd1PGpAlq for all n ě d1 log 2d1, and finally let
ǫ´1 :“ 29p1` Cqd1 log2 2d1.
In view of the choice of ǫ, by Proposition 7.2 applied to Al there is some set X Ă
LSpecpAl, 2ǫq with |X| “ Opd1 log2 2ǫ´1d1q “ Opd log2 2dq such that
LSpecpAl, ǫq ` LSpecpAl, ǫq Ă SpanpXq ` LSpecpAl, ǫq.
Consider the ball B “ BohrpLSpecpAl, ǫq YX, 2´4q. First, by Proposition 5.1, this ball is
Opd log3 2dq-dimensional. Secondly, since LSpecpAl, ǫq YX Ă LSpecpAl, 2ǫq we have
AA´1 Ă BohrpLSpecpAl, 2ǫq, 8ǫq Ă BohrpLSpecpAl, 2ǫq, 2´4q Ă B,
by Proposition 8.1. Finally, Proposition 7.3 ensures that
PGpBq ď exppOpd1 log 2d1qqPGpAlq ď exppOpd log 2dqqPGpAq.
The result is complete. 
Appendix A. From small tripling to polynomial growth in nilpotent
groups
The object of this appendix is to show Proposition A.3 below, that a subset of a nilpo-
tent group with small tripling has relative polynomial growth. Theorem 1.4 is then an
immediate corollary of Theorem 1.3 and this proposition.
Our argument couples the covering method of Ruzsa (introduced to the non-abelian
setting by Tao in [Tao08b]) with the following result due, independently to Bass [Bas72]
and Guivarc’h [Gui71].
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Theorem A.1. Suppose that G is a finitely generated nilpotent group with lower central
series G “ G0 ⊲ G1 ⊲ ¨ ¨ ¨ ⊲ Gd`1 “ t1Gu. Then for every set A Ă G there is a constant
CG,A dependent only on G and A such that |An| ď CG,AndpGq for all n ě 1, where
dpGq “
dÿ
i“0
i rkpGi{Gi`1q.
Recall that if H is an abelian group then rkpHq is the size of the largest set of torsion
free independent elements of H .
Corollary A.2. Suppose that G is a finite nilpotent group of class c and X Ă G is a set
of size K. Then
|Xn| ď OK,cpnOK,cp1qq.
Proof. By restricting G to the group generated by X (which is also nilpotent) we may
assume that G has at most K generators. Let S be a set of K elements and F pSq be a
free nilpotent group based on S. Since F pSq is free any bijection φ : S Ñ X extends to a
homomorphism φ˜ : F pSq Ñ G, such that φ˜|S “ φ. It follows that
|S| “ |X| “ K and |Xn| ď |Sn| for all n ě 1.
Since F pSq has a set of K generators we see that dpF pSqq “ OK,cp1q, where dpF pSqq is as
in the Bass-Guivarc’h theorem. Applying this we conclude that
|Xn| ď |Sn| ď CF pSq,SnOK,cp1q “ OK,cpnOK,cp1qq
to get the result. 
Note that the argument above is completely ineffective; no bound results so we might
as well have used the earlier, weaker version of the Bass-Guivarc’h theorem due to Wolf
[Wol68]. It seems likely that a direct modification of either the Bass-Guivarc’h theorem
or Wolf’s theorem could lead to an effective bound and be used to establish Corollary A.2
directly.
Proposition A.3. Suppose that G is a finite nilpotent group of class c and A Ă G has
|A3| ď K|A|. Then
|An| “ OK,cpnOK,cp1q|A|q.
Proof. By, for example, [Tao08b, Lemma 3.4] we have that |AA´1AA´1| ď KOp1q|A| and
|AA´1| ď KOp1q|A|.
Let X Ă AA´1AA´1 be a maximal A-separated set. As usual it follows that |X||A| ď
|AA´1AA´1|, whence |X| ď KOp1q and AA´1AA´1 Ă XAA´1. Thus
pAA´1qn Ă Xn´1AA´1.
Now, since |X| ď KOp1q by Corollary A.2 we have that
|Xn´1| “ OK,cpnOK,cp1qq,
and the result follows since |AA´1| ď KOp1q|A| and |An| ď |pAA´1qn|. 
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